Introduction
Exponential-Rayleigh (ER) distribution is a newly proposed lifetime model introduced and discussed by Kawsar and Ahmad (2017) . It is a versatile distribution and can take a variety of shapes such as positively skewed, reversed-J and tends to be symmetric. Exponential-Rayleigh distribution is a continuous distribution with wide range of applications in reliability fields and is used for modelling lifetime phenomena. The cdf and pdf of the ERD are given as 0 , , ; ) ( The main purpose of this chapter is to study the Bayesian approach for the parameter of ER distribution. There are numerous good sources which provide the detailed explanation of Bayesian approach while then, a number of authors have studied and obtained various probability distributions based on the Estimation of the Bayesian approach. Ahmed et al. (2007) discussed the exponential distribution (ED) from a Bayesian point of view. James Dow (2015) obtained the Bayesian Inference for the parameter of Weibull-Pareto distribution. Naqash et al. (2016) studied Bayesian Analysis of Generalized Exponential Distribution while as Kawsar and Ahmad (2017) considered the estimation for the parameter of Weibull-Rayleigh (WR) distribution. They obtained Baye's estimators for the parameter of WR distribution by using different Informative and Non-Informative priors under different symmetric and asymmetric loss functions. They also compared the classical method with Bayesian method by using mean square error through simulation study with varying sample sizes.
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Parameter Estimation
Consider a random sample
having density function of (6.1) and then the likelihood function of the given distribution is as follows:
3)
The corresponding log likelihood function of the equation (6.3) is given as under:
Differentiating (6.4) with respect to  , when the parameter  is assumed to be known, then the MLE is obtained as 
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Under ABLF the risk function is given by 
) 10 . 6 ( On solving (6.10), we get
Minimization of the risk with respect to ˆ gives us the Bayes estimator: Under LLF the risk function is given by 
Minimization of the risk with respect to ˆ gives us the Bayes estimator: a n a n a n a n b a n T a n T a n b T a n b T b a n e a n T R 
Simulation Study
In the simulation study, three samples of sizes 25, 50 and 100 to signify small, medium, and large data sets have been generated from R software to examine the performance of Classical and Bayesian estimates for the parameter of Exponential-Rayleigh (ER) distribution under different priors using different loss functions. The data sets are obtained by using the inverse 
Conclusion
In this chapter, we have paralleled the Baye's estimates of the parameter of the ExponentialRayleigh (ER) distribution under extension of Jeffrey's prior and gamma prior using different loss functions with that of maximum likelihood estimate. From the results, Al-Bayyati's loss function gives the minimum MSE as compared to the other loss functions and among the priors Gamma prior gives the less MSE than other assumed priors.
